[1] The satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images display wave-like patterns of the 7 ocean bottom topographic features at the south outlet of Taiwan Strait (TS). Field 8 measurements indicate that the most TS water body is vertically stratified. However, SAR 9 imaging models available were developed for homogeneous waters. Hence explaining 10 SAR imaging mechanisms of bottom features in a stratified ocean is beyond the scope of 11 those models. In order to explore these mechanisms and to determine the quantitative 12 relations between the SAR imagery and the bottom features, a two-dimensional, 13 three-layer ocean model with sinusoidal bottom topographic features is developed. 14 Analytical solutions and inferences of the momentum equations of the ocean model lead to 15 the following conditions. (1) In the lower layer, the topography-induced waves 16 (topographic waves hereafter) exist in the form of stationary waves, which satisfy a lower 17 boundary resonance condition = kC 0 , here is an angular frequency of the stationary 18 waves, k is a wavenumber of bottom topographic corrugation, and C 0 is a background 19 current speed. (2) As internal waves, the topographic waves may propagate vertically to 20 the upper layer with an unchanged wavenumber k, if a frequency relation N 3 < < N 2 is 21 satisfied, here N 2 and N 3 are the Brunt-Wäisälä frequencies of middle layer and upper 22 layer, respectively. (3) The topographic waves are extremely amplified if an upper layer 23 resonance condition is satisfied. The SAR image of topographic waves is derived on 24 the basis of current-modulated small wave spectra. The results indicate that the 25 topographic waves on SAR images have the same wavelength of bottom topographic 26 corrugation, and the imagery brightness peaks are either inphase or antiphase with 27 respect to the topographic corrugation, depending on a sign of a coupling factor. These 28 theoretical predictions are verified by field observations. The results of this study provide 29 a physical basis for quantitative interpretation of SAR images of bottom topographic 30 waves in the stratified ocean.
[2] Seawater is a high conductivity dielectric medium. 36 Based on the principles of electromagnetic wave propaga-37 tion, microwave pulses, that radar uses to detect the targets 38 on the earth surface, are capable of penetrating only into a 39 thin layer of seawater with a maximum depth on the order 40 of centimeters. The radar is thus unable to detect the ocean 41 bottom topographic features and underwater objects 42 directly. But, previous investigators have shown since the 43 launch of SEASAT satellite in 1978, that the ocean bottom 44 topographic features, such as tidal flats, submarine sand 45 waves, banks, and shoals, still show up on the SAR images 46 [Fu and Holt, 1982; Lodge, 1983; Alpers and Hennings, has been used to study coastal lee wave [Zheng et al., 1998, 111 2004], ocean internal wave [Zheng et al., 2001] , and estuary 112 jet [Zheng et al., 2004] .
113
[6] This paper is organized as follows. Next section gives A map of study area with isobaths in meters. Boxes with codes show the ground coverage of SAR images. Triangle in Box 940727 is the location where 3-day anchored tidal measurements were taken. The thin line extending from Xiamen all the way to Box 950603 presents the ship track for high resolution bathymetric measurements using an shipboard ADCP. CTD stations of two transects for cruises of August -September 1994 are also marked.
120 develops a 2-D, three-layer ocean model and gives details 121 for analytical solutions. In section 5, the solutions and 122 inferences are verified with field observations. Section 6 123 gives conclusions. 
126
[7] Our study area is located at the southern outlet of the 127 Taiwan Strait covering an area from 22°to 24°N latitude, 128 and from 117°to 120°E longitude, i.e., the Taiwan Banks 129 and its adjacent region as shown in Figure 1 . About 80% of 130 the total area is shallower than 100 m, the rest 20% on the 131 southeast corner is a portion of the deep South China Sea 132 basin. Near the continental shelf frontal edge, depths 133 descend sharply from 100 m to 2000 m within a distance 134 less than 50 km. [Cai et al., 1992] . Using LANDSAT-5 TM (Thematic
154
Mapper) images, Li et al. [2001 Li et al. [ , 2003 Figure 2a . Vertical profiles of density derived from the CTD data measured by R/V Ocean Researcher 3 on September 3, 1994.
165 Channel flowing northward year-round [Chuang, 1986] ; 166 and a seasonal varying coastal current subsystem on the 167 west strait modulated by the annual cycle of monsoon wind 168 forcing, which drives a narrow southward jet (so-called 169 Zhejiang-Fujian Coastal Current) along the coasts in winter 170 [Zheng and Klemas, 1982] and coastal upwelling with weak 171 horizontal currents and strong upwelling fronts in the 172 channel west to Taiwan Banks [Li and Li, 1989; Li et al., 173 2000] . In any case, these circulation systems have little influ-174 ence on the study area, which is located at the center of the strait. 175 2.3. Tides
176
[10] Unlike the circulation systems, the tidal current plays 177 a key role in the hydrodynamics of the study area. Tides in 178 the TS are dominated by semidiurnal M2 tide with the 179 amplitude as high as 2 m in the middle section. As the 180 Pacific M2 tide propagating into the shallow East China 181 Sea, its amplitude is amplified. A part of this amplified tidal 182 wave propagates southward along the China coast and 183 enters the TS with further amplification. The southward 184 propagating wave and its reflection by the abruptly 185 deepened topography south of the TS lead to the coexis-186 tence of a progressive wave in the west and a partial 187 standing wave in the east portion of the strait. The southern 188 branch of the Pacific M2 tide from the Luzon Strait also 189 enters the TS. In comparison to the M2 tide from the north, 190 however, its amplitude is relatively small [Yin, 1984] .
191
[11] Tidal currents are weak in the deep water and 192 become stronger over the shallow shelf [Jan et al., 2004, 193 Figure 3b ]. Major axes of tidal ellipses are essentially 194 aligned along the strait. In the study area, the northward 195 flood tidal velocity is 3.5 kn and the southward ebb tidal 196 velocity is 2.5 kn . Taipei and R/V Yan Ping from Xiamen [Li et al., 1998 ].
205
There were two transects as marked in Figure 1, [14] Winds over the TS are dominated by the East Asia 225 monsoon, prevailing northeasterly winds in winter and 226 southwesterly winds in summer. The northeast monsoon 227 lasts for nine months a year, beginning in mid-September, 228 reaching a peak phase from December to February, and 229 weakening continuously thereafter till May the next year. 230 The southwest monsoon lasts for only three months from 231 June to August. The northeast monsoon is much stronger 232 than the southwest monsoon. Analyses of satellite scatter-233 ometer winds from 1997 to 2001 indicate that the maximum 234 monthly mean wind speeds in the central strait are 8 ms À1 in 235 winter, and 3 ms À1 in summer, respectively [Kuo and Ho, 236 2004] . This implies that summer is a low wind and low sea 237 state season, which is favorable for SAR imaging of ocean 238 dynamical processes. In fact, most SAR images containing 239 the ocean bottom topographic features collected for this 240 study were taken in summer season.
241
[15] In our case, there are no simultaneous wind measure-242 ments available at the SAR imaging time. In order to 243 estimate the sea state at the imaging time for image 244 940727, NCEP reanalysis wind field of the day is plotted 245 in Figure 3 . One can see that a reasonable estimate of the 246 wind in the study area at the imaging time of 940727 was a 247 southeasterly wind of 3 ms À1 , implying a favorable condi-248 tion for SAR imaging. (except 990616, which is a mosaic of two adjacent scenes).
282
The pixel size of raw data of the images is 12.5 m, while the 283 ground resolution of all images used for this study has been 284 reduced to 100 m (1000 by 1000 pixels per scene).
285
[18] Compared to the coastlines and islands on maps and 286 charts, as well as ocean bottom features shown on well-287 registered LANDSAT TM images, we find that the central 288 positions of the SAR images given in the Website and 289 database are not accurate enough. Therefore we have 290 redetermined these positions according to coastlines and 291 bottom topographic feature on both TM and SAR images. 292 The results are given in Table 2 .
293
[19] Among the six images, image 940727 shown in 294 Figure 5 serves as a main target for this study, because of 295 more imagery information than others. Hundreds of 296 grouped, wave-like, bright-dark patterns on the image show 297 the surface manifestations of bottom topographic features of 298 the eastern Taiwan Banks. CTD data show that the depth for 299 bottom topographic features to show up on the SAR image 300 reaches around 100 m. [20] The tidal current is considered as a major factor for 303 generating the bottom topographic wave signals on the SAR 304 images. Thus tidal phase is relevant to the characteristics of 305 the SAR images. As described in section 2.3, the amplitude 306 of tidal currents at the study area is about 1.5 ms
À1
, and the 307 major axis of the prevailing M 2 tide is basically parallel to 308 the NNE-SSW orientation of the Strait. Namely, the topo-309 graphic waves observed are basically perpendicular to the 310 tidal current axis. In order to determine the tidal phase at the 311 SAR imaging time, continuous tide data are needed. 312 Unfortunately, there are no direct observations available 313 at the study area. Instead, the tide gauge data recorded at 
331
[21] The tidal velocity at the SAR imaging time is not 332 available. Based on 3-day anchored measurements at the 333 topographic wave area marked by a triangle in Figure 1 334 [Chen et al., 1999] and the results by previous investigators 335 [Yin, 1984; Hsu et al., 1997; Jan et al., 2004] , a reasonable 336 estimate for the tidal velocity is about 1.5 ms À1 . (2) and (3) we have 
377 Propose (4) and (5) have solutions of the form
379 where (=2/T, and T is the period of the horizontal 380 component) is the angular frequency. Further eliminating p in 381 (4) yields the wave equation in w z as
383 Here N is defined as in section 2.4. Supposing 0 = s e Àz , in 384 which s is the density at a reference depth, and is a 385 constant, and using the variable transformation of the form
387 Equation (7) becomes
389 If the coefficient of the second term is a constant
391 Equation (9) has plane wave solutions in the form of
393 Here n is the vertical wave number corresponding to the 394 horizontal wave number k. Equation (10) is the dispersion 395 relation or characteristic equation.
396
[24] For a three-layer model ocean as shown in the middle 397 of Figure 7 , solutions satisfying the kinematic boundary 398 conditions at the interface between two layers, i.e.,
400 are as follows [Gossard and Munk, 1954] 
where W H is the wave amplitude at the depth H, and 1 , 407 3 = Ài(n 1 , n 3 ). Applying the dynamic boundary condition
408
(12) at z = H + 2DH yields
Similarly at z = H, we obtain x-direction beneath an ocean half-space, from the conti-418 nuity equation (3) we derive the boundary perturbation of 419 vertical velocity as
This is equivalent to an ocean current with a speed C 0 422 flowing in the positive x direction across a stationary 423 corrugation and establishing a system of stationary waves 424 [Gossard and Hooke, 1975] . Substituting (18) into (13) and 425 letting H = 0 yield a stationary solution in the form of
if a condition
429 is satisfied. We call this condition the lower layer resonance 430 condition (LLRC). Similarly, from (14) and (15) we have
and (15) to be real. In other words, n 3 must be imaginary.
439
Writing n 3 = in p , then 3 = n p , in which
The condition for 3 being real requires
XXXXXX ZHENG ET AL.: DYNAMICS OF OCEAN BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHIC WAVES 443 On the other hand, n 2 is real, implying N 2 > . Therefore the 444 topographic wave propagating vertically in the three-layer 445 model ocean must satisfy a frequency relation
448
[27] We define a coupling factor
450 Thus
452 One can see that M 3 can be used as an index for the 453 efficiency of wave momentum transfer from the middle 454 layer to the upper layer. In the case for 3 = n p , we have
456 From equation (27), one can see that the coupling factor M 3 457 depends on the stratification parameters of the middle and 458 upper layers and the wave parameters of topographic waves. 459 For convenience, (27) may further be simplified as
461 where Q = n 2 (2DH), implying a phase thickness of the 462 middle layer, and = n p /n 2 , implying a relative decay rate 463 in the upper layer, respectively. For further understanding 464 the physical meaning, we rewrite Q as
Assuming the second term in the square bracket is 467 negligibly small in comparison to the first term, we have
One can see that Q is dependent on the frequency ratio and 470 the length scale ratio between those of the middle layer and 471 the topographic wave.
472
[28] The schematic expressions of (28) are shown in
473
Figure 8, in which serves as an adjustable parameter.
474
One can see that the topographic wave may extremely 475 amplified as propagating into the upper layer for a very 476 narrow ranges of Q.
477
[29] Now we discuss two special cases.
478
[30] 1. For ( 1, we have
This implies
483
[31] 2. For % 1, we have
; m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ð33Þ Figure 8 . Schematic expressions of the coupling factor M 3 (see the text for parameter definitions). 487 We call (31) and (33) the upper layer resonance conditions 488 (ULRC).
489
[32] From the continuity equation (3) and equation (22), 490 we have the horizontal velocity component in the upper 491 layer
493 At the sea surface [33] In order to extract information about the bottom 501 topographic waves from SAR images, it is necessary to 502 derive a theoretical expression of the topographic wave in a 503 SAR image. In other words, we must determine the quan-504 titative relations between sea surface radar return signals 505 and hydrodynamic parameters of the topographic waves. If 506 a radar receiving system is considered linear, the intensity of 507 radar return signals should linearly depend on a backscatter 508 cross section per unit area defined as [Plant, 1990] ð Þ ij ¼ 16k
510 where is the incidence angle, k 0 is the wave number of the 511 radar waves, and Ψ is the two-dimensional (Cartesian) wave 512 number spectral density of the ocean surface wavefield 513 which satisfies the Bragg resonant scatter condition, the 514 incident radiation is in the x-z plane (z being the vertical 515 direction and x, y the horizontal coordinates), the indices ij 516 denote the polarizations of the incident and backscattered 517 radiation, respectively, and g ij () is the first-order scattering 518 coefficient for given i. For horizontal polarization
520 and for vertical polarization
522 where " r is the relative dielectric constant of seawater 523 [Saxton and Lane, 1952; Klein and Swift, 1977] .
524
[34] From (36), one can see that for a satellite radar with a 525 fixed wavelength and a fixed incidence angle, the intensity 526 of radar return signals depends only on the wave number 527 spectral density of the ocean surface wavefield Ψ. Consid-528 ering the modulation of short ocean surface waves by wave-529 current interaction, Yuan [1997] derived the wave number 530 spectral density of the high frequency ocean surface wave-531 field in the form of
for gravity-capillary wave band;
for capillary wave band; waves, K is the wave number of ocean surface waves, and plays a key role in generating an ocean feature radar image.
551
[35] The SAR images analyzed in this study were taken 552 by a C band radar, whose the microwave wavelength 553 corresponds to the sea surface gravity-capillary wave band.
554
Thus substituting (39) into (36) 
As analyzed above, the first term can be considered as a 557 constant. Thus the imagery patterns of the ocean are 558 generated by the second term, i.e.,
In the case of ocean bottom topographic waves, the 561 functional form of ocean current velocity at the sea surface 562 has been derived in (35). Substituting (35) into (40) [36] In the above derivation and analysis, a three layer 590 ocean model was considered, but there were not any 591 beforehand restraints for the thickness of any layers. There-592 fore the solutions for a two layer ocean can be obtained by 593 setting H = 0 in (21) and (22)
and
Similarly to the three-layer model ocean, we have a 598 frequency relation N 2 < < N 1 . Accordingly, the SAR 599 image of bottom topographic waves becomes
where n 2 = in p , and subscript 2 represents the upper layer of 602 the ocean instead of 3.
603
[37] The solutions for a one layer ocean can be obtained
The frequency relation is N < . The SAR image of bottom 607 topographic waves becomes 
